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The growing recognition of the inadequacies of the Kyoto Protocol and the ongoing climate change negotiating

process has led to increasing interest in large-scale technology modification of earth systsems – ‘geoengineering’ – as

a response. Although it is important to identify alternatives, technological and otherwise, to help mitigate the effects

of, and adapt to, climate change, geoengineering techniques as currently understood are naı̈ve and potentially very

risky. An earth systems engineering and management perspective enables a deeper understanding of the challenges

raised by technological solutions, and suggests means by which geoengineering approaches might be modified to be

both more effective and less risky.

1. Introduction

Continuing concern about anthropogenic global climate

change and a growing recognition of the inadequacies of the

Kyoto Protocol and the ongoing climate change negotiating

process has led to increasing interest in ‘geoengineering’ as a

response. This question has, if anything, become more

pressing since the 2011 17th conference of the parties

(COP17) to the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the 7th session of the

conference of the parties serving as the meeting of the parties

(CMP7) to the Kyoto Protocol in Durban, South Africa

(Allenby, 2012a). After Durban, the UN concluded that the

conference had ‘delivered a breakthrough on the future of the

international community’s response to climate change’, noting

that ‘governments decided to adopt a universal legal agree-

ment on climate change as soon as possible, but not later than

2015’ (UN, 2011), but environmentalists and many observers

strongly disagreed. Greenpeace (2011) claimed that, ‘today,

vulnerable people are dying because of climate related

impacts’, and that the governments involved in the failed

talks ‘should be ashamed’. Marc Gunther (2011) in Greenbiz

commented that, ‘[m]ore interesting than parsing the texts is

understanding why two decades of UN climate talks have

produced so little progress’, and concluded that ‘Durban and

the UN process aren’t getting us where we need to go. No

way, no how.’ More actively, Canada registered its reaction

by withdrawing from the Kyoto Protocol the day after the

Durban talks ended, while the Russian Foreign Ministry

publically declared that ‘the 1997 Kyoto Protocol has lost its

effectiveness in the context of the social and economic

situation of the 21st century’ (AP, 2011; Gillies, 2011).

If it were only the Durban conference that had faltered, one

might view such comments as over-reactions. Indeed, despite

the almost universal conclusion of failure, the UN nonetheless

signalled that the UNFCCC process would continue

unchanged, announcing that the next major climate change

conference, COP 18, would take place in 2012 in Qatar.

Nevertheless, the failure of the political process intended to

address anthropogenic climate change raises important ques-

tions from an earth systems engineering and management

(ESEM) perspective. How robust is geoengineering as an

engineered approach to climate change, for example? Can

ESEM help reframe the geoengineering discourse in useful

ways? Do current areas of engineering practice offer useful

guidance in strengthening the sophistication and lowering the

risks of geoengineering? Thinking about such questions is

particularly important because continued political failure, or

even the perception of failure, strengthens the arguments for

developing and deploying geoengineering technologies, if for

no other reason than to provide insurance in case unexpected

tipping points are encountered. Accordingly, it is increasingly

critical, and certainly not premature, to try to improve the

technical and political sophistication of the geoengineering

dialogue if possible (Bracmort et al., 2010).

2. Geoengineeering

In order to effectively evaluate geoengineering from an ESEM

perspective, it is critical to understand that it has come to have

a very peculiar, and extraordinarily constrained, definition.

Reflecting this mainstream understanding, the Royal Society in

an authoritative 2009 report (Royal Society, 2009) defined

geoengineering (at ix) as ‘deliberate large-scale intervention in
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the Earth’s climate system, in order to moderate global

warming’. From a technologist’s perspective, this definition is

immediately suspect because it defines a major technology

system from the beginning only by its effects in one domain,

the climate system; it is even more suspect in that it focuses on

only one dynamic, ‘global warming’, of the climate system.

Continuing to follow the Royal Society’s explication, geoengi-

neering technologies are generally further categorised as ‘carbon

dioxide removal’ techniques (CDR), which physically remove

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, or ‘solar radiation

management’ techniques (SRM), which reflect some incoming

solar energy back into space before it can be directly or

indirectly absorbed by the atmosphere (Royal Society, 2009).

Carbon dioxide removal technologies can be further broken

down into two categories. The first is biological carbon

removal and sequestration, including forest plantations,

biofuels of various sorts, algae absorption systems, and more

exotic alternatives such as ocean fertilisation schemes, where

limiting resources such as iron are introduced into the ocean,

thereby causing plankton blooms which capture carbon

dioxide and sequester it when they die and sink to the bottom

(at least theoretically). The second is non-biological CDR, a

category of technologies that chemically capture atmospheric

carbon dioxide for subsequent storage or industrial use. SRM

proposals include deployment of space-based reflector systems

between the Earth and the Sun, or placing reflective devices in

the stratosphere to reflect incoming solar radiation back into

space, or injecting sulfate particles or salt particles into the

upper atmosphere, where they help reflective clouds to form,

again reflecting incoming solar radiation back into space.

Solar radiation management and CDR affect climate through

different mechanisms, and therefore address different aspects

of climate change. Perhaps most notably, SRM, unlike CDR,

does not mitigate perturbations that arise from human-induced

changes in atmospheric chemistry, which affect coupled

systems such as the world’s oceans (as atmospheric concentra-

tions of carbon dioxide rise, the oceans absorb more carbon

dioxide and become more acidic, potentially affecting marine

organisms such as molluscs that are dependent on carbonate

chemistry for shells and support structures). Because CDR

manipulates a more direct factor driving anthropogenic climate

change, the carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere, such

techniques may generally be more effective in addressing the

entire suite of perturbations created by anthropogenic changes

in atmospheric chemistry and physics, but there are so many

variables involved that even such an apparently common-sense

presumption needs to be treated with caution.

Especially because climate change, and geoengineering as a

response, are such emotive and ideological domains, it is

important to stress that, from an ESEM perspective,

geoengineering technologies are not necessarily ‘bad’ or

‘good’ as technologies per se. Indeed, if climate degradation

were to accelerate unexpectedly, or if political gridlock were

to prevent significant mitigation or adaptation, geoengineer-

ing technologies might prove to be necessary, and perhaps the

only available insurance against unacceptable climate change.

As with other powerful technologies, however, many costs

and benefits arise as a result of the pace and scale of

deployment – that is, the effect of the technology in a

particular context arises from social and political choices

about how and at what scale the technologies are deployed,

and how the disparate costs and benefits are valued and

balanced, rather than inherent characteristics of the technol-

ogy itself. Rational and ethical development of these

technologies may be desirable given the challenge of climate

change, but deployment may be risky without a more

sophisticated understanding of how technologies should be

used in the context of complex adaptive systems (Allenby,

2012b). Rational management of these technologies will also

require a more detailed understanding of the implications of

specific geoengineering technologies, especially if they are

used at large scales as ‘silver bullet’ solutions, rather than as

part of an integrated portfolio of responses. Most impor-

tantly, any deployment of geoengineering technologies with-

out developing a more sophisticated technological portfolio,

and appreciating the complexity of the impacts of powerful

technology systems in multiple domains, would be premature,

unwise and irresponsible.

3. Critiques of geoengineering

Not surprisingly, proponents argue that geoengineering tech-

nologies, while risky, should at least be explored as fallback

options to be used if needed, while opponents emphasise the

risks, potential costs and unknowns. Opponents also make what

is known as the ‘moral hazard’ argument, claiming that any

technology that significantly mitigates the effect of human

contributions to global climate change would also reduce

pressure to force governments to mandate changes in

individual consumption, which is seen as necessary by many

environmentalists, climate change activists and scientists

(Brumfiel, 2012). This second argument is tricky from several

perspectives. It is undoubtedly the case that most people, and

therefore governments, usually avoid disruptive change unless

it is clearly necessary. Changes in consumption mandated in

an effort to reduce emissions are therefore seen to be difficult

to achieve unless there are significant pressures driving the

change. Climate change is such a pressure, and some people

argue that it has therefore not surprisingly been used by

activists and some climate change scientists for social

engineering rather than treated as a scientific challenge. It

is, however, one thing to argue that anthropogenic climate

change requires that governments force emissions reductions
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on unwilling citizens, but another to manipulate research

programmes, presentations and publication of scientific work,

and funding and technological development so that potential

options are not explored, or, if explored, are not presented to

the public for fear the public might make the ‘wrong’ choice.

Compare Shearman and Smith (2007), who argue for

authoritarian government in order to impose environmental

policies on climate change, with Pielke (2010), who argues

that climate change activists and scientists who politicise

science are part of the problem, not part of the solution, in

moving forward on climate change policy.

From an engineering and technology system perspective,

however, there are more fundamental weaknesses in the

current state of the geoengineering dialogue. These arise,

ironically, because geoengineering embeds many of the same

assumptions as the UNFCCC process does. For example, in

part because anthropogenic climate change is seen as

existentially catastrophic, both geoengineering and the Kyoto

Protocol approach to climate change assume that the systems

dynamics involved are simple when the underlying systems are,

in fact, complex adaptive systems. Thus, one reason the Kyoto

Protocol is failing is overly simplistic political assumptions (e.g.

that environmental values should dominate other values, or

that countries will choose to eschew development to reduce

climate change emissions); one reason geoengineering as

currently conceived is dangerous is because technologies which,

by definition, are sufficiently powerful and foundational to

change climate systems are being developed and, perhaps in

future, deployed based only on climate change implications

(Allenby, 2010a; Pielke, 2010).

Underlying this assumption is another that goes to the heart of

an ESEM critique of current climate change activities: both

geoengineering and the Kyoto Protocol approach assume that

climate change is a ‘problem’ to be ‘fixed’ rather than a

condition to be managed. This leads to an emphasis on simple,

silver bullet solutions, rather than developing management

regimes that encourage the emergence of effective social,

technological and economic responses (Allenby and Sarewitz,

2011). If, rather than being a ‘problem’ that can be easily fixed,

climate change is understood as one indicator of a shift from a

planet where humans were one system among many, to a

terraformed planet characterised by highly complex, integrated

human/built/natural systems – a planet with seven billion

people on it, all wanting a better life – then it is not something

that is going to be ‘fixed’ (Allenby, 2012b). Perhaps it may be

managed, but not ‘fixed’. As currently conceived, geoengineer-

ing is an engineering solution for a specific problem. This

misunderstands both the condition to be addressed – climate

change – and the implications of the ‘solution’. Thus,

geoengineering as framed assumes that climate change can be

separated from other systems, and put back into a state where

it poses little or no risk to humans, urban and built

environments, agriculture, biodiversity, ecosystems, other

‘natural’ systems such as the nitrogen or phosphorus cycles,

or any other system. If climate change were that separable,

actually, it would probably already have been fixed, as was the

case with chlorofluorocarbons when it became apparent they

were depleting the stratospheric ozone layer (Allenby, 2012b).

Moreover, the idea that somehow climated change can be

‘reversed’ by going back to a previous state – less energy in the

atmosphere, for example, because of SRM, or less carbon

dioxide in the atmosphere because of CDR – is simply wrong: a

complex system never goes back to previous states; rather, it

moves towards new states. If, somehow, the Kyoto Protocol

could be automatically implemented to get back to pre-

industrial levels of greenhouse gases, the result would not be

the return of the atmosphere and world of the 1600s – instead,

something new would evolve. And no one knows what that

world would look like.

If, on the other hand, climate change is simply one of a number

of coupled emergent behaviours generated by seven billion

people and their concomitant economic and technological

systems, it cannot be ‘fixed’ – certainly not by silver bullets, be

they policy or technology. It is possible, perhaps, to learn to

manage the system, although even this is not a trivial challenge

– but so long as we insist on a reductionist reaction to emergent

behaviours of a complex adaptive system, even that limited

goal cannot be met. We have not yet, for example, accepted the

need to contemplate the system in its entirety, not simply as

‘the climate’, as if human, built and other natural systems such

as the phosphorous, nitrogen and hydrologic cycles, and

numerous biological systems at all scales, were not all coupled

together. Nor do we yet have the data, the understanding, the

models or the institutions necessary to inform and support

such a broad systemic perspective.

Perhaps most importantly, the geoengineering discourse

fundamentally fails to appreciate the dynamics and character-

istics of powerful technology systems. In part, this may be

because it is a discourse of physical and life scientists, although

it is often the case that even engineers and technologists fail to

fully appreciate the systemic ramifications of technology

(Allenby, 2010b; Bijker et al., 1997); also it is therefore at this

stage a regrettably naı̈ve discourse. Indeed, even a passing

familiarity with the history of technology strongly suggests that

the implications of the proposed fixes, such as CDR and SRM,

are quite likely to be far more profound than currently

understood, simply because each technology is being designed

and evaluated primarily, if not entirely, based on its climate

change impact.

This is a profound category error. Any technology system

powerful enough to affect global climate will also inevitably
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have fundamental effects across many other domains. This

point, in fact, is the key to the concept, developed by

economic historians, of ‘long waves’ of innovation (also called

‘Kondratiev waves’) and associated institutional and social

change that develop around core fundamental technologies

(Freeman and Louca, 2001). The Kondratiev wave framework

was developed to help explain business cycles in developed

economies, and centres on the idea of ‘technology clusters’

that build around core technologies, and in turn co-evolve

with new social, institutional, economic, technology and

cultural patterns. Among the most commonly identified

clusters are railroads and steam engines from the 1840s to

the 1890s, heavy engineering and electricity from the 1890s to

the 1920s, the automobile and aviation from the 1920s to the

1990s, and the emerging technology cluster from the 1990s to

the present (‘emerging technologies’ include nanotechnology,

biotechnology, robotics, information and communication

technology, and applied cognitive science). Each cluster is

characterised by new and complex patterns that were

inherently unpredictable until they happened (Freeman and

Louca, 2001).

Railroads, for example, did not appear as an isolated

technology system, for among other things they required

complementary technologies to ensure that rail networks

could operate in real time. Thus, rail systems co-evolved with

co-extensive telegraph networks that enabled communications

capable of supporting just-in-time network management;

more subtly, railroad networks also required a co-extensive

standardised time system that replaced idiosyncratic local

times with a uniform regional and national (and eventually

global) time. Railroad infrastructure also profoundly changed

the economic structures, primarily local, that had dominated

up to that time by enabling national and regional economies

of scale, thereby leading to the replacement of local businesses

and industry with trusts and monopolies: in the USA, for

example, rail transport enabled the growth of ‘big oil’, ‘big

tobacco’, ‘big sugar’ (and, of course, ‘big rail’). Railroad firms

and their capital demands were also larger than any that

had gone before, which created pressures for the evolution

of modern financial markets and instruments. The scale of

the railroad firm was also far larger than any that had

gone before, leading to the model of the large hierar-

chical firm, with its differentiation of white collar work

(corporate lawyers, accountants, human resource experts,

managers and so forth) that characterises industrial capitalism

(Schivelbusch, 1977).

The automobile was a quite limited technology until Ford

developed mass production and, by paying his workers enough

to buy the cars they produced, a mass consumption culture as

well. But higher salaries were not enough, so firms introduced

individual credit, necessary for ordinary people to be able to

purchase large household appliances, automobiles and the like

– and an innovation with huge implications for economies,

individual happiness and the environment. Each of these

technology systems also profoundly changed the physical

environment: railroads opened up continental interiors so

that, for example, the American Midwest shifted from a

predominantly riverine wetlands to an agricultural monocul-

ture; the environmental implications of automobile technology

at current scale are also profound and apparent (Freeman and

Louca, 2001).

In short, powerful technology systems form new earth system

engineering states; they ripple across regional and global

human, built and natural systems in complex and unpredict-

able ways. From an ESEM perspective, therefore, it is

dangerously naı̈ve to deploy technologies as potent as

geoengineering in order to ‘solve’ one particular ‘problem’,

regardless of how important that problem may be. Any such

technology will change not just the climate – and associated

coupled natural systems such as the oceans, the hydrologic

cycle and so on – unpredictably; it will also have social,

cultural, political, institutional, economic, psychological and

technological implications that are unpredictable but that,

inevitably, will be profound (some of the potential costs are

discussed in Vaughan (2012)). Moreover, costs and benefits

will never be evenly distributed across political entities and

communities, and the means for balancing them in any fair

way – never mind what ‘fair’ might mean under such

unpredictable and contentious conditions – do not exist.

Some have speculated, for example, that implementation of

some proposed SDR technologies could shift monsoon rain

patterns in Asia, with immediate major impacts, including

famine and mass migration, and as a result political and social

instability of huge proportions. How can one value that

rationally? And how much ‘climate change mitigation’ is worth

such an outcome (always remembering that such scenarios are

speculative, not predictive)?

Moreover, depending on how geoengineering techniques are

deployed, it is likely that they may rapidly become critical to

maintaining climate stability, and thus ‘locked in’ and difficult

to reverse. Thus, once the world becomes reliant on a

particular geoengineering technology, reversing it might be

not just technically difficult, but economically and politically

difficult as well, with any sort of attempted calculus clouded by

the complexity, and hence irreducible uncertainty, of what

responses one might get out of a climate system, and all the

coupled systems, even if the costs of a particular technology

turn out to very high. The cold reality is that geoengineering

technologies will not ‘solve’ the climate change ‘problem’;

rather, they will redesign major earth systems – including not

just natural, but human and built systems – powerfully and

unpredictably. The former dynamic may be uncertain; the
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latter domain has not yet even really been considered, in part

because of the reductionist and oversimplistic framing of the

climate change issue itself, and hence of geoengineering as

technological fixes for it.

4. Where are the real geoengineering
technologies?

Part of the reason that geoengineering has been defined in such

an extraordinarily limited and somewhat naı̈ve way is that it

has been mischaracterised from the beginning as a ‘solution’ to

a ‘problem’. To accept the current definition, one must pretend

that geoengineering technologies do not have major effects on

coupled systems, which in a case like this includes most large

natural, human and built systems. It is also necessary to make

the clearly unrealistic assumption that all other technological

possibilities – those that do not fall into either the CDR or

SRM categories – do not have major effects on climate systems

(otherwise, why are they not part of the dialogue?). If that is

not the case, after all, then it makes no sense to focus only on

geoengineering technologies in assessing the possibilities. So is

it reasonable to assume that there is something uniquely

effective about the way CDR and SRM technologies as

currently defined impact climate change? Probably not; it is

difficult to defend limiting the consideration of geoengineering

technologies to those which are intended to be silver bullets for

climate change.

If nothing else, this approach is brought into question by the

observation that the entire network of coupled complex

adaptive systems of which technology is a part – social,

cultural, environmental, economic, institutional and technolo-

gical – is already shifting rapidly to reflect a higher prioritisa-

tion of climate issues. People and institutions talk about

climate change more. More and more venture capital is being

invested in green energy research, development and deploy-

ment. Countries try to incubate their green energy and energy

efficiency technologies in an attempt to leapfrog each other in

preparation for a carbon-restricted economy. Automobiles are

being redesigned as more and more hybrids and plug-in

vehicles become available. Natural gas is being substituted for

coal in newly built power facilities, a development which is

mightily helped by the rapidly increasing exploitation of shale

gas reserves around the world. Building heating, ventilating

and air-conditioning systems are being redesigned with an

increased emphasis on efficiency and just-in-time delivery of

services. Light-emitting diode (LED) lighting technology is

rapidly diffusing from the laboratory to the market.

Adolescents no longer drive to the mall to mingle; they do so

on Facebook and other social networking sites. The real

business of geoengineering – the agile adjustment to changing

priorities and environments by the complex adaptive systems

which characterise the terraformed earth – is already happen-

ing. This real geoengineering is not perceived, however,

because it is not a simple, easily isolated, highly publicised

major technology system that provides the dangerous illusion

of control; moreover, it is not simple enough for the ideologies

characteristic of the climate change discourse. If it is not a

silver bullet, then it cannot be geoengineering.

There are other major technology systems which could have

effects similar to even the dramatic CDR and SRM proposals.

Consider, for example, the new, promising and seriously

under-funded technology of growing meat from stem cells in

factories. Animals such as cows and pigs are really a very

inefficient production methodology if what one wants is

hamburger or pork chops; in fact, livestock today consumes

about a third of global grain production (Holmes, 2010), a

process that itself contributes significant amounts of carbon

dioxide to the atmosphere. Moreover, if one is interested in

global climate change, it is not unimportant that a cow, for

example, annually emits roughly 50 kg of methane, a green-

house gas far more powerful on a per molecule basis than

carbon dioxide (Mattick and Allenby, 2012). In fact, some

people estimate that shifting away from livestock agriculture

could reduce greenhouse gas emissions by well over 15%; this is

often used to argue that everyone should become vegan but,

since that would involve a highly contentious culture change, a

technology that shifts production away from fields and animals

to factories is much more likely to be effective (Allenby and

Sarewitz, 2011).

Another major technology system that should be part of any

geoengineering portfolio is the urban system qua system (Fink,

2012). Cities are important actors in systemic global adapta-

tion and mitigation efforts in climate change; they are also

critical nodes for social and cultural innovation, which is an

under-appreciated source of ideas and experiments that can

contribute significantly to the available technological options.

It is from this option space that a flexible and adaptive

portfolio of geoengineering technologies can be built. Equally

important, urban systems can be designed, both at the

engineering and infrastructure scale, and at the social and

institutional scale, to be more resilient in the face of

unpredictable disasters and insults (Allenby and Fink, 2005);

adding resiliency to urban systems is an important climate

change adaptation policy. Encouragingly, urban re-engineering

is an ideal focal point for serious earth systems engineering at

this point in human evolution: the species is becoming rapidly

more urban; many existing cities are in the process of

redesigning and upgrading infrastructure; the information

and communication technology revolution has the potential

if done properly to substantially increase efficiency of

engineered urban and building systems while at the same time

enhancing resiliency; and many new cities are rising from

scratch because of the rapid urbanisation of developing

countries such as China and India. Urban system redesign is
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thus an important part of geoengineering, but it has just begun

to be recognised as even relevant to that discourse.

These examples serve to reaffirm the point that any technology

of sufficient power to affect global climate systems must be

evaluated across its range of impacts, not just with regard to

one particular perturbation (even if it is a major one, such as

climate change) (Allenby, 2012a; Tollefson, 2010). Shifting

away from raising food animals to factory meat, for example,

would not just significantly help directly to reduce climate

change forcing. It would also reduce nitrogen loading on

sensitive ecosystems and help manage the phosphorous process

by reducing demand for fertilisation of pasture and grain used

for animal feed. Additionally, it would dramatically reduce the

land required for agricultural activities, helping to preserve

biodiversity in the process (this is not a trivial effect; some

estimates are that globally such a technology could free up an

area of over three million square kilometres, about the size of

India). Concomitantly, it would contribute to substantial

avoidance of soil erosion; some estimates are that half the soil

erosion in the USA is associated with livestock activity. It

would create benefits across many important domains. Some

of these are not obvious: some argue that factory meat might

help provide additional protein to poor people around the

globe (Mattick and Allenby, 2012).

But factory meat production is also a cautionary example; such

a shift would not be costless. In this case, major costs would

accrue to those who currently make their living from livestock

– not just the ranchers and farmers, but their suppliers, those

who build and maintain the infrastructures involved in

livestock production, the industries that produce equipment

used in livestock sectors, and the towns and villages that have

grown up in livestock areas. Some localities where the

landscape is defined by pastoral archetypes might also be

adversely affected – consider, for example, the Swiss tourist

industry. The factory meat example also confirms, then, the

general point that all geoengineering technologies will have

costs – because any major shift of earth systems to a new,

relatively stable state has costs, and because any new

technology imposes costs, at least on those for which it

substitutes (Schumpeter’s ‘gale of creative destruction’).

Moreover, the costs will not be distributed to the same people,

communities and nations as the benefits are.

Examples from other sectors could also be provided. How

much, for example, could information and communication

technology (ICT) be used to support large-scale substitution of

information technology for unnecessary transportation? This

might involve not just telework and virtual offices, an area that

has already been explored in the literature, but serious

implementation of virtual reality conferences and meetings at

scale (a number of organisations and societies have held

meetings in ‘Second Life’, a virtual reality, for example; from

experience, these are much cheaper, but because the technology

is new and some people are not comfortable with it, they

generally draw smaller audiences than real-life conferences). It

also might involve creating systemic efficiencies, such as use of

ICT to dramatically reduce unnecessary inventory and reduce

production and distribution of unwanted product, thus

significantly reducing material waste (specialty books printed

on demand are an example, rapidly being replaced by e-

readers, which dispense with paper, shipping, storage and sales

space, and other environmental costs associated with reading –

and, of course, put out of work the people that produced

physical books).

Arguably, it is technologies such as these and many others –

manufacturing on demand, for example – that constitute

serious geoengineering. They are, unquestionably, more com-

plex and harder to understand, much less explain to the public,

and their impacts are not as direct and focused as traditional

CDR and SRM technologies. Yet that is simply reality, and

part of their value comes from the fact that they are not

oversimplified technological fantasies but must necessarily

recognise, and engage with, all the other systems to which they

are coupled. Moreover, they point the way towards generation

of a rational ESEM-compatible approach to geoengineering

and the technologies of climate change.

5. Re-engineering geoengineering

From a technologist’s perspective, this brief analysis suggests

several major additional general principles that should inform

geoengineereing efforts. The first is the need to drop the

implicit ‘silver bullet’ approach and adopt an explicit portfolio

approach: that is, abandon the oversimplistic and dangerous

assumption that one, or a few, major technological interven-

tions in the climate system are feasible and desirable, and

substitute a palate of technologies, some already identified in

the CDR and SRM categories, and others that have potential

for helping manage various aspects of climate change. Put

simply, when dealing with such a major, and highly complex

and adaptive, earth system, and such potent technologies, it is

highly unlikely that any particular technology can be relied on

as the sole, or even major, response, no matter how seemingly

ideal; the associated costs and risks, most of them unknowable

ab initio, are likely to be far too high. Moreover, such a single

solution response is highly unstable. If anything does go

wrong, it is likely to be very hard to fix if you only have one

option, especially if that option has become ‘locked in’ because

other systems have adapted themselves to it. A good climate

change example of this lock-in process is provided by the

American ethanol fuel additive programme. Despite causing

price changes in many food items, differences in crop acreage

planted, huge investment in processing facilities, substantial

additional demand for water and political instability around
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the world, it is unlikely to be reversed: farmers are benefiting

from the income, processors need to recover their investment in

technology, and so forth.

A portfolio of responses, in contrast, is much more flexible. It

avoids the need to scale up new and unknown technologies to

global levels in short time frames, and enables substitution of

various fixes at the margin. If one technology should begin to

generate undesirable costs, it is much easier to augment other

mitigating technologies and continue to move forward

(Allenby, 2011). Especially in earth systems engineering of

highly complex and fundamental systems such as climate, the

ability to avoid lock-in, and support development of a robust

options space that enables agile responses to unforeseen shifts

in system state, are not simply ‘good to have’ characteristics,

but rather important design criteria (Allenby and Sarewitz,

2011).

A second need is for more research on CDR and SRM

technologies. Few of the proposed geoengineeering technol-

ogies are ‘bad’; it is just that they are highly risky if rapidly

implemented with inadequate information at large scale as a

last resort. Continuing research is not only necessary to help

identify potential costs and benefits of each option; it is also

equally important to better understand the scale, and speed of

introduction, at which each technology can be implemented

with some confidence that the costs and implications are

manageable. Conversely, it is important to identify regimes

within which non-linear effects can be anticipated, so that

particular care can be exercised as they are approached.

Consider again the US policy to rapidly scale up corn-based

ethanol as a gasoline component. Producing ethanol from

corn is not, by itself, a ‘bad’ technology: it has been practised

with notable success in the mountains of Appalachia for

centuries (google ‘moonshine’). Ramped up quickly to large

scale, however, it has generated costs, market distortions,

redistribution of income, famine, changes in water demand

and many other impacts – a high price indeed for a failure to

understand systemic non-linearities. It is highly likely that

some environmental activist organisations such as the ETC

Group in Canada will object to any relevant research on the

(moral hazard) grounds that ‘the very presence of such an

experiment may make politicians think that there’s a way to

wriggle out of emissions caps’ (Brumfiel, 2012). But as policy

initiatives such as the UNFCCC fail, and the alleged effort to

sub rosa socially engineer society to be more environmentally

conscious raises ever stronger opposition, the ‘single voice’

approach to anthropogenic climate change becomes ever

more brittle. The possibility that geoengineering technologies

will become necessary looms ever closer; the key is to do

it rationally, with redundancy and agility, so that costs

and benefits can be monitored and managed, rather than to

try to manipulate science to force the outcome desired by

environmental elites. Deliberate ignorance is seldom either

ethical or good policy.

A third need, discussed above, is to broaden dramatically the

way that the intersection of climate change policy, technology

systems and geoengineering technologies is conceptualised.

Managing a condition such as climate change does not suggest

a technological ‘solution’, especially at large scale. Rather, it

suggests that a good initial step would be to identify as large a

suite of geoengineering technologies as possible, not just to

enrich technology option spaces, and thus enhance resilience,

but also to identify paths that might enable effective and

efficient mitigation and adaptation, within the bounds of the

politically and socially achievable. As engineers realise every

day, complexity cannot be wished away, but it can be

addressed. Perhaps unfortunately, this does not mean one

should presume to suggest starting anew with a more

sophisticated, less ideological perspective. Many people and

institutions have given years to the current processes and

discussions around climate change and geoengineering, and it

is not realistic to expect that they will be able to change now.

The problem-solving professions – engineering, law, business

management – must work with the world they are given. This

does not, however, mean that working for improvements –

small-scale demonstrations of principle, development of

portfolios of technologies, an emphasis on agility in the face

of uncertainty – is infeasible.

6. Conclusion
The message of anthropogenic climate change is that humans

are already in the era of geoengineering. That is what it

means to live in the Anthropocene, on a terraformed planet.

Until recently, it was perhaps excusable to fail to perceive the

concomitant responsibilities, which are certainly daunting

and difficult to understand, much less manage. But at some

point it becomes not wisdom, but ideological hubris, to

pretend that these large, complex systems are not being

implicitly designed by humans and their economic, cultural,

social and institutional systems. Indeed, that is the realisation

behind ESEM.

That engineers must work with the world as it is given them

leads to the pragmatic conclusion that it is premature to reject

geoengineering technologies outright, or to ignore them in

hopes they will therefore disappear, or to oppose them because

they make social engineering harder and more complex.

Geoengineeering technologies, if properly scaled and imple-

mented as part of a portfolio of mitigating technologies,

represent an important possible source of insurance in a future

which is highly unpredictable and in which major systems –

climate, ocean circulation patterns and the like – are contingent

in poorly understood ways. This in fact suggests a press-

ing need for continuing research, especially regarding their
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non-linear effects as they are scaled up, and how they may

most effectively be combined with other social, economic and

technological responses to global climate change and, more

broadly, the challenges of the Anthropocene. Especially given

the decidedly mixed track record of institutional or social

adjustments, the quick responses that technologies can provide

in the face of significant system deterioration are a factor that

cannot be ignored.

It is not just research on various technologies that is required,

however. Such research is important, but it should be

augmented with development of a far more sophisticated

understanding of what technology systems are, and what they

do when deployed at large scale regionally and globally – in

short, continued development of the theory and practice of

ESEM. In particular, potent technologies cannot be thought of

only, or even primarily, in terms of particular domains, even if

they are perceived as critically important, as climate change is.

Such a simplistic approach fundamentally misunderstands the

nature of technology. Additionally, the current conceptualisa-

tion of geoengineering is too limited in that it ignores virtually

all current technological options, thereby restricting decision

makers to a few all-or-nothing choices instead of providing a

portfolio of options that enhance agility and adaptability in the

face of an unpredictable world. It is entirely feasible to generate

far more ethical, responsible and rational responses to a

challenging future; it is a tendency to rely on ideology rather

than analysis, and a dangerous lack of imagination, which are

the real problems.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

To discuss this paper, please email up to 500 words to the

editor at journals@ice.org.uk. Your contribution will be

forwarded to the author(s) for a reply and, if considered

appropriate by the editorial panel, will be published as

discussion in a future issue of the journal.

Proceedings journals rely entirely on contributions sent in

by civil engineering professionals, academics and stu-

dents. Papers should be 2000–5000 words long (briefing

papers should be 1000–2000 words long), with adequate

illustrations and references. You can submit your paper

online via www.icevirtuallibrary.com/content/journals,

where you will also find detailed author guidelines.
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